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LETIER DATED

14/9/98

THURSDAY A.M

Spoke with Amanda this morning- she is extremely happy with F ls efforts- wouldn't be[???]
1

she indicated- talked also of Noel-[???) quote "we'll get him" =norLre yet what will happen but
she fully realizes what groundwork went into his dealings with~ its cost [???]/not to mention
that he was paid for the privilege. I believe he was to[???] (or 1s away now) [???]the team to [???]
Youth Cup. Whichever that is this time. It appears Noel has been conducting a smear campaign for

yeacs o~BXJ

I·E::::} scussed mattecs t T go bf ck to 15 which Implicates Noel's lnterte,ence-

albeit indirectly as that point but harmful to BXJ

s reputation.

How sad to realise that this person who was trusted with your daughter used his position for himself
with no regard personally or professionally in her[???] at her most vulnerable time- but we are not
in a hurry to [???] this- justice will come one day for everyone involved.
[???]
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18/11/98+-- LEDER DATED
That could only have come from one source! For that reason I suppose what[???] talked about must
proceed can't do [???) any damage [???].

There has been some calls recently regarding our mutual problem. Bob Glltlnan is now In the picture
and very concerned, did Amanda phone you? We have not done anything... yet! Very cautious. All

~s tennis pursuits have had a positive image this last 18 mnths. Had a call last wk from the one
in question offering squad involvement foF l what a change, but do think the heat is being

applied. I spoke glowingly of all she is doin~now he has been the source of bad comments for
jsxJ
~his last 12 mnths, unjustly so. ~ is quite open with us and with those who might help if
that option is taken. But she is not openly commenting (legalities must be attended to first). If you
wish to call me on this issue ~lease do so. Wonder what your thoughts are. Are you
planning [???] back home at'arr.--------1
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